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GM crop produces massive gains for women's employment in India,
study finds
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Science Daily — Researchers have found that the use of a particular GM crop in India produced
massive benefits in the earnings and employment opportunities for rural Indian women.
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Laboratory in microdrops
Science Daily — Tens of thousands of chemical and biochemical experiments may be conducted daily
with the use of a microflow system of the size of a credit card, developed by scientists in Poland. The device
has already been tested in research on the effectiveness of antibiotic mixtures.
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Hobbyist brings 'Lost in Space' robot to life
PhysOrg.com — A dire warning fills Tom Boothe's Clovis, Calif., living room. "Danger! Danger!" shouts
the deep voice.
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Israel Wants Missile Shield Money, JSF Tech To Not Block Saudi F-15
Sale
Defense Tech — Israeli Defense Minister Ehud Barak arrives in Washington, D.C., next week. And he’s
coming with a list of demands for U.S. defense officials. Topping that list: Israel wants money to build-out its
multi-layered missile and rocket defense shield and it wants to get its hands on advanced technology from the
Joint Strike Fighter program. If [...]
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Delayed time zero in photoemission: New record in time measurement
accuracy
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Science Daily — Physicists have discovered a time delay when using light pulses to emit electrons from
atoms. Until now, it has been assumed that the electrons start moving out of the atom immediately after the
impact of the photons. This delay is the shortest time interval measured to date.
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Latest 'green' packing material? Mushrooms; Packing foam engineered
from mushrooms and agricultural waste
Science Daily — A new packing material that grows itself is now appearing in shipped products across
the country. The composite of inedible agricultural waste and mushroom roots is called Mycobond, and its
manufacture requires just one eighth the energy and one tenth the carbon dioxide of traditional foam packing
material.
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Pentagon Report Shows Huge Jump in IED Attacks in Afghanistan
Defense Tech — The chart above shows monthly IED “incidents,” defined as IEDs placed by insurgents
and either found or detonated, in Afghanistan from January 2004 to April this year. It comes from an alarming
report from the Pentagon’s Joint IED Defeat Organization (JIEDDO) that was provided to CSIS’s Anthony
Cordesman. The JIEDDO data shows an astounding jump [...]
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Acrobatic Robots
PhysOrg.com — Dennis Hong is living his Dreams ... literally ... in a lab filled with wacky robots.
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Actually New York Times, Military Has Said The Taliban Use IRMANPADs
Defense Tech — The Washington news cycle will be dominated for the next few days by the Wikileaks
document drop as the journalistic herd pores over the 92,000 mostly classified reports that went up on the
Wikileaks site yesterday and provided to some media outlets weeks ago. Keep in mind, these are mostly
tactical level SIGACT (significant action) [...]
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